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atbrmulationof the principle upon which 'the American school' acts in 
applying this method of nmnenclature. The following paragraph is taken 
from a plate-proof of •ny new 'Key,' p. 76 , long since stereotyped, but 
not yet published :• 

"No infallible rule can be laid do•vu for determining what shall be held 
to be a species, what a conspecies, subspecies, or variety. It is a matter 
of tact and experience, like the appreciation of the value of any other 
group in zo61ogy. There is, bowever, a .eonvention upon the subject, 
which the present workers in ornithology in this count D, find available; 
at any rate, we have no better rule to go by. We treat as 'specific' any 
form, however little different from the next, that we do not know or 
belleve to intergr:•de with that next one; between 5vhich and the next one 
no intermediate equivocal specimens are forthcoming, and none, conse- 
quently, are supposed to exist. This is to imply that the differentiation 
is accomplished, the links are lost, and the characters actuaIlv become 
'specific.' We treat as 'varietal' of each other any forms, however differ- 
ent in their extreme nmnifestation, •vhich we know to intergrade, having 
the intermediate specimens before us, or •vhich we believe with any good 
reason do intergrade. If the links still exist, the differentiation is still 
incomplete, and the characters are not specific, but only varietal, in the 
literal sense of these terms. In the latter case, the oldest name is re- 

rained as the specific oue, and to it is appended the varietal designation: 
as, Turdus m/ffralort•ts •ro•/nguus." 

While it is always safer to prophesy after than before the event. I 
nevertheless venture to predict that the nomenclature of the near tUture 
will fully recognize some such principle as this, and apply it by means of 
trinomial nomenclature, in Europe as well as in America, and especially 
in Great Britain. In my judgment, the interests of the B. O. U. and of 
the A. O. U. would both be subserved by an alliance in this particular. 

Very truly yours, 

Washt'nfflon, February 20. •884. ELLIOTT CouEs. 

Are Trinomials Necessary ? 

To THE EDITORS OF THE AUK :- 

S/rs: I t•el sure that every amateur who has read th• reply to my 
letter in the January number of this magazine will feel as sincerely thank- 
ful for it as I certainly do--grateful tbr the information conveyed, 
and pleased to have the proof that such questions asI have asked will 
receive kind and courteous consideration in the pages of 'The Auk.' 

Candor compels me to add, however, that the reply has not, in some 
points at least, proved entirely convincing, and I return to the subject for 
the purpose of gaining further light. 

It is to be hoped that the more advanced students will not grow impa- 
tient over the persistency and, perhaps to them, apparent stupidity of 
these unbelievers of the 'amatenr element.' Those 5vho have passed 
from unbelief to a firnl conviction that trinomials are nsethl and neces- 
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.sary should remember that they gained such h;appy consun•mation only 
throngh a gradual process of reasoning, and should not expect those to 
whom the subject is comparatively new to reach the same plane of 
thought ata single bound. For every man, worthy the name of student. 
will ask a reason for each successive step, and not take them simply at 
some other man's dœctum -- the day for that has passed. 

That •vhich is very generally considered antagonism to trinomialism is 
not, so far as the American amateur ornithologists are concerned. an 
opposition to the use of three terms to distinguish varieties fi'om species, 
but an unbelief in the necessity of recognizing varieties by any distinc- 
tive appellation. Prove to us that varieties are a necessity, that trino- 
mials are an advance toward 'exactness of expression,' without an 
overbalancing loss in complication and increased difficulty in study, and 
we will accept tile trinomial pure anti simple -- •vithout any connecting 
term--as an improvement upon anyprevions method of denoting these 
forms. We harbor no 'Dr. Dr?as-dust' 'craze' for a purely binomial 
nomenclature, butxvedo protest against the propagation of any system 
which unnecessarily creates obstacles to tile study of the science, instead 
of simplil•ving it; we do ask that onr leaders shall not take a step back- 
ward and tbrce upon us something whicbis barely more than a change, 
and not only no improvement, bnta palpable injuo,; that •ve be not 
dragged into a 'craze' lbr trinomialism by following the lead of an 
'American school,' in whose splended abilities and brilliant performances 
every American amateur feels a glowing pride. 

But while stating all this I must not allow it to be thought that the 
unbelievers are blind to the possibility of their unbelief being hased npon 
misunderstanding, or perhaps ignorance; they fully realize tbat this may 
be the case--hence these qnestions. 

Our stumbling-blocks may be stated in a few words. We conceive that 
the recognition of varieties tends to create confusion in classificatio• and 
nomenclature, and increases the difficulty of identifying specimens. We 
do not see that by it any advance toward exactness has been secured; and 
it appears to us that to gain this advantage, and to be consistent, and 
•zarry to its legititnate end the argument for their adoption, ez•e•y varia- 
tion from a given type must receive a distinctive name: necessitating not 
alone the recognition of varieties of species, bnt also of varieties of 
varieties almost without limit. 

This idea is, of course, too abs•rd to deserve a moment's earnest 
thought; and, considering that zoi31ogical classification is to some degree 
artificial, and that only an approximation to complete exactness can 
be reached, we are forced to the conclusion that, on the whole,'a better 
result would be accomplished if those forms which are sufficiently 
.differentiated to demand a distinctive name were classed as species 
instead of varieties---that when a Song Sparrosy ceases to be a Song 
Sparro•v it •vere called something else-- and a pure and simple binomial 
nomenclature were thus retained, the less important variations being 
understood through the medium of a general law. 
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One point mo['e. I have seen it stated (I cannot at this mo•nent 
remember justwherc), ti•at the fact that all recent American writers on 
ornithology use trinomials is evidence that they endorse the system which 
these trinomials represent. Now, as a matter of fact, this is not true; 
but even ii' it were true, the statement could not be made fid fly upon such 
evidence. It is wellknoWu that the prevailing systems of nomenclature 
have bezn adopted by the large majority of' American writers simply 
because they *vere the prevailing systems, for convenience's sake. And if 
some boldel' and more independent spirit were to rebel against following 
a prevailing idea •vith wl•ich he did not agree, and attempt to originate a 
system for himself, he would very probably be 'set upon' as a couceited, 
self-opinionated person, and have hnrled at his heretical head some 
such crushing sarcasm as 'he has become almost an ornithologist.' 

The 'amateur element' appreciate the desirability of having all classes 
of American ornithological students work in harmony and in concert. and 
it is for this reason that the unbelievers in trinomials desire to get rid 
of their unbelief. 

Respectfully yours. 

St. yohn, 2V. /3. Mox•'^ov• CHAMBERLAIN. 

[We are glad to see that the objection to trilnonials is not, as we in 
writing our former reply supposed, that they are in themselves an objec- 
tionable innovation in nomenclature--as opposed to strict adherence to 
binomialism--but that their acceptance depends upon proof that it is 
necessary to recognize varieties, or incipient species, at all in nomencla- 
ture. X, Ve return to the subject, however, with a feeling tbat the doubters 
may not he open to conviction by sucb evidence as can be readily put 
before them on paper; but that their conversion wonkt he ensy could 
we lay before them series of specimens illustrating the fi)rmsto which 
trimonlals are applied, showing them how different many of them are 
in their extreme phases of divergence, and at the same time how tom* 
pierely they inosculate. 

As stated in our former reply. the best, a•d in fact most, naturalists the 
world over believe it necessary to. and in practice do. recognize varieties 
as a means of giving a correct and precise expressiou to the status 
and relationship of a grade of forms differentiated to a degree that ren- 
ders their recognition in nomenclature necessary if we would properly tbr- 
mulate the facts of biology, arthough such tbrms are known to intergrade 
and cannot, therefore, properly rank as species. l•'urthermol'e, the recog~ 
nitio• of varieties is much more prevalent now titan formerly, in conse- 
quence of better knowledge of the relationships and rqal status of such 
forms, resulting from more favorable opportnnities for study and the rapid 
accumnlation of lnaterial. Although Mr. Chamherlain does not even 
imply that the 'unbelievers' of the 'areatern' element' think they have a 
better knowledge ot what is required in the case than the specialists--the 
experts in the subject, who are not only trained naturalists, but who have 
had i•a hand an amount of material, and opportunities for jndgment in such 
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questions, of wi•ich some at least of the 'unbelievers' hat'e little concep- 
tion-yet we can hardly believe it unkind on our part to a.•k the ;unbe- 
lievers' to answer for themselves the questions. whether expert testimony, 
in matters of science at large, or in hmuan affairs in general. is entitled to 
any more weight than lay opinion; or whether if they had had the same 
opportnnities for study, and the same amount of material for investiga- 
time, they helievc that they would have reached oti•er than the same con- 
clusions, or would have takeu any different course of action. 

As to varieties and trimonials making nomenclature more complicated, 
and the study of ornitbology more difilcult, is not the difficulty complained 
of uecessarily inherent in tile subject, and dependent rather on the degree 
of knowledge the student aspires to acquire, than ott an.)' needless e•- 
cumbrances throx•'n in the way by the qeaders' in the science? 

But our correspondent will, we fear, think, in this instance at least, that 
our reply is not only ungracious, but that we are seeking to evade the 
issue he presents. X, Ve Illlist therefore say, that to discuss tile subject in 
its many bearings. and in a way to present in argumeut what could be 
quickly and easily shown by recourse to specimens, would require along 
essay rather than the tkw paragraphs here at command. Sowemust con- 
tent ourselves with adding to what was said or implied il• tile reply to our 
correspondent's former letter, and in l)r. Coues's letter above giveu, that 
a philosophic principle underlies tile whole suhject, and that it is not 
merely a matter to be decided by 'convenience.' 1Virile classification 
is to some extent conventional, the object of classification in zo61ogy is 
to express the natural or genetic relationship of the ohjeets classified; and 
the proper distinction of varieties from species is by no means an 
nnimportant element in this scheme. The 'unbelievers' for whom Mr. 
Chamberlain speaks are not to be presumed to be go skeptical as to ignore 
the modern doctrine of evolution; and, viewed from this standpoint, it 
makes a vast difference whether we iudifferently term a given form a 
•species' or •variety' in obedience to a mere principle of convenience. 
As Dr. Coues above states, the recognition of a fbrm as a species 
implies "that the differentiation is accomplished, the links are lost, and 
the characters actually become 'specific.'" By varieties are meant forms 
that are not f.ully differentiated -- in other words qncipient species? or 
'species still in the process of evolution. It hence follows that the terms 
species and varieties are not interchangeable at will, but expressions for 
certain definite and known facts in nature,' grounded on a philosophic 
principle, to ig•ore which is not only irascientific, but is to deprive us of 
a means of precise definition at a point where precision is ofi•igh impor- 
tance. Aswe said before, and as Dr. Coues restates. the determination 

of how great a divergence f¾om tile common stock a form must have to 
render it desirable to recognize it in nomenclature, "is a matter of tact and 
experience. like lhe a•/rec/at/on of a•ty o/her ffrou• in zob'log9,." 

As is well known. no two individuals of any species are exactly alike; 
yet it would be absurd and useless. •vere it not also impossible, to give 
names to each. There are also mauy local wlriations that are not too 
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slight to be detected, but which are either too slight or too inconstant to 
require recognition. \Vhile theoretically it is possible to recognize 
'varietie• of xarieties,' in practice this rarely occurs, and should never be 
countchanted; if a fnrm is difi'erent enough to be recognized, it shot•ld 
stand as a variety of the common stock, not as a variety of a variety, 
although it nmy be more nearly related to some one of several varieties than 
to any of the others.* Again, the objection has been raised that the rec- 
ognition of varieties is subject to the caprice of any dabbler who may feel 
disposed to set them up: thcoreticalIy this also is true. but in practice such 
work falls where it should -- to experts, who occasionally err in judgment, 
or through inadequate material, but in the main are •-afe guides, and as 
such are tbllowed, even by their peers when these have not them- 
selves the same orabetter opportunity to review the grotq) in question. 
The recognition of a variety is a matter to he as carefifily and conscien- 
tiot•sly considered as the recognition of a species, or any higher grottp. 

Hoping that om' remarks may serve to throw a little fi,rtherlight upon 
tile points at issue, we again take leave of the subject.--J. A. A.] 

The Ornithological Report in the 'Cruise of the Corwin.' 

'[•0 THE EDITORS OF TIIE •UK :-- 

.5'/r.•: I observe that in his notice of my ornithological paper in the 
'Arctic Cruise of the Revenue Steamer Cotwin,' Dr. Corms indulges in 
some severe strictm'eson the typographical errors and mechanical exectt- 
tion of the report. 

It tnust be conceded that the number of these errors aud their atrocity 
renders his critical remarks jn.<tifiahte enough. Ilad, however, 1)r. Coues 

* In this connection it seems not out of place to refer briefly to a point raised by.Dr. 
Stejneger in his article in this number of 'The Auk' on {he genus .Ira,[//is. He 
alludes (p. x5o) to Mr. Seebohm's practice of totming trinomials of the names of the 
conspecies most nearly related, as tending to better express their trne affinities than 
does the method, adopted by American writers, of taking for the second term of the 
trinomial the name first given to the group of conspecies as a whole or to any of its 
forms; and adds: "This .... is a point which merits earnest consideration." We 
believe, however, that there are two unquestionahly strong objections to Mr. Seebohm's 
method of constructing trinomials. First, it leaves the construction of eonspecitic 
names subject to individual opinion as to what two forms of a given group of inter- 
grading forms are most nearly related -- a point abo•t which tilere mnst, in the nature 
of tile case, be often a. diversity of opinion. Second, and of •ar greater importance, it 
ignores tile law of priority the fitndamenta] principle of our nomenclature--and 
therefore opens the way to instability of names and endless confi•sion. It seems to us 
perfectly evident that the law of priority should be considered as equally imperative in 
relation to conspecific- or subspecific names as to specific and generic names. In 
other words, the name first applied to any form of a group of conspecies should be 
the designation, in a specific sense, for the group as a whole, and should also form the 
second term of the trinomia] for each of its conspecies, whatever may be their relation- 
ship inlet xe; and that the slight gain accruing in special cases by Mr. Seebohm's 
method is much •nore than offset by the ill results that must inevitably follow froIn 
disregarding tile law of priority in constructing conspecific names. 


